
Innovation in our
Workshops  

Why we should reduce our carbon dioxide emissions while heati ng steel

WHY?

Environment, health and public perception
If we want to take our craft in an improved Future, we must be upfront for innovations like 

“induction” or “hydrogen Steel”. The society and the politicians don´t look that much to our craft 

because we are few and sometimes considerer medieval smiths. More and more it´s necessary to 

enhance our pleasure, into a modern Craft in conciliate with environment and public perception.

Minimizing operating cost
Heating 1kg steel takes 0,133 kWh

HOW?

Change fuel
A gas forge has a higher efficiency than the classical coal forge. And gas generates less CO2 per kWh 

then coal. Besides gas emits also nearly zero respirable dust.

Precise heating 
Use the smallest fire/forge you can take for your workpiece. Sometimes this might be only a torch.

Induction
Induction has a high efficiency because the heat arises directly in the workpiece. It works with a 

magnet field that induces an electrical current in the workpiece, so the own resistance in the 

material creates the heat.

Induction heating is useable with every electroconductive material.

Induction heater

Efficiency

ⴄ=0,7(steel)

needed Power

Q=564,7kJ (0,157kWh)

Costs If 0,31€/kWh

0,05€

Coal forge

Efficiency e

ⴄ=0,06 

needed Power

Q=8000kJ(2,2kWh)

Costs If 25kg cost 10,50€

0,11€



Cardiac pacemakers next to an induction furnace are damageable. 

 Suggestion

Frequency

10-200 kHz

Power 

10-40 kW

Water cooling Pedal switch

Overheat 
control

(Thermometer) 
 



Links and sources

Emissions per energy

https://www.volker-quaschning.de/datserv/CO2-spez/index.php

Induction partner (a French Company)

https://induction-partner.com/isforge/en/home-isf/

Calculate Formula 

Q=c×m×∆Q  Q=ⴄ×ⴄQ

Q = Energy

c = specific heat

m = mass

 ⴄ = Efficiency 

ⴄQ = needed energy 

https://induction-partner.com/isforge/en/home-isf/
https://www.volker-quaschning.de/datserv/CO2-spez/index.php


Online Calculator 

https://www.plustherm.ch/leistungsberechnung.html

Facebook group

https://www.facebook.com/groups/758762180850373

https://www.facebook.com/groups/758762180850373
https://www.plustherm.ch/leistungsberechnung.html
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